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Dear Reader,

After 39 months from the kick-off day, the PARSIFAL Project has come to its conclusion. As
project’s coordinators we are proud to announce that the project has achieved all the
expected objectives, providing all answers concerning the technical feasibility of the
PrandtlPlane adoption as well as the environmental, economic and logistic impacts of its
introduction into the air civil transport of the future, worldwide.
This 3rd and final newsletter wants to provide an overview of the results achieved and some
information about public media and other dissemination actions put in place by the Project
Consortium.

The best way to conclude this journey is to thank all the Project Partners, the External Advisory
Board members and the students who concluded their Bachelor, Master and Ph.D. courses
working on the PARSIFAL Project.
All these persons contributed competently and generously to this research, they have
promoted the transformation of the air transport in the near future in order to be greener,
quieter and safer.
Pisa, August 2020

Aldo Frediani, Vittorio Cipolla
University of Pisa

Results of PARSIFAL Project

The PARSIFAL project ("Prandtlplane ARchitecture for the Sustainable Improvement of
Future Airplanes) has been funded by the European Union under the Horizon 2020 Program.
The project, started in May 2017 and concluded in July 2020, has been coordinated by the
University of Pisa (Italy), with partners ONERA (France), TUD (Netherlands), ENSAM (France),
DLR (Germany) and SkyBox Engineering (Italy). The consortium has been supported by an
external Advisory Board made up of experts from the aircraft manufacturers(Leonardo,
Airbus), airport management companies (Milan and Tuscany airports), airlines (KLM), and
aeronautics professionals, who have contributed to steer the research towards concrete
objectives with attention to market interests.
Aiming to demonstrate the technical, environmental and economic feasibility of a box-wing
configuration, the project has been focused on the needs of short-to-medium routes air traffic
(<4000 km), for which most of the aircraft in service today belongs to category "C" of the ICAO
reference code of airports (wingspan within 36 meters).
Since this category of aircraft is expected to play the main role in the future increase in air
traffic, with expected growth factors up to 2x in the next 20 years, PARSIFAL has faced the
challenge of designing an aircraft of the same category "C" and, hence, compatible with
current airports and with most of their infrastructures, but with higher mission performance.
The plane has a "box-wing" architecture deriving from Ludwig Prandtl’s studies of early
1920s. The application of the Prandtl’s “best wing system” concept to aircraft design is the
starting point of PARSIFAL project. Therefore, in honour of Prandtl, the resulting aircraft
configuration has been called "PrandtlPlane".

Taking advantage of the aerodynamic and structural advantages offered by the box-wing
configuration, the aircraft studied in PARSIFAL is capable to reduce the fuel consumption per
passenger up to 20%, with a significant impact on environment and market opportunities. This
performance improvement is made possible thanks to the improvement of the payload
capability (up to 308 passengers vs. 186 of competitor aircraft from A320 and B737 families),
without increasing the overall dimensions of the aircraft (wingspan within 36 meters).

At the end of the three years of research, the results achieved allow to affirm that the
PrandtlPlane constitutes a valid response to future air traffic needs, being able to cope with
the increasing demand of available seats without thereby aggravating the saturation level of
many airports that today appear increasingly congested.

The main results achieved within the project are summarized in the following:

Environmental Impact

•up to 20% reduction in Carbon dioxide (CO2), water vapour and Sulphur dioxide
(SO2) emissions per pax
pax-km
•more than 15% reduction in unburnt Hydrocarbons (HC) emissions per pax-km
pax
•expected reduction in Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions per pax-km
•not relevant effects on Nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions per pax-km
•up to 17% and 18% reduction of GWP20 and GWP100 (Global Warming Potential
on 20 and 100 years horizon, respectively)
•up
up to 23% and 20% reduction of GTP20 and GTP100 (Global Temperature change
Potential on 20 and 100 years horizon, respectively)
•day-evening-night average level of noise decreased for a given airport scenario
with assigned daily passengers traffic

Productive Impact

•from less than 200 to more than 300 available seats with same required apron
space
•up to 20% reduction of fuel consumption per pax-km compared to competitor
aircraft such as A320/B
/B737 family aircraft
•between 10% and 15
15% apron space saved to transport the same amount of
passengers

Economic Impact

•up to 12% reduction of the Cost per Available Seat-Kilometer
•room for reducing the average ticket price up to 13% at same break eaven point
(Net Present Value=0)
•for same ticket price, improvement of produced value for each combination of
load factor and range

Logistic impact

•small increase in turnaround time (+11% outstation, +25% full service) for a higher
payload capability (+63
63% passengers, +71% containers)
•compatibility with present ICAO "C" catergory aprons (aircaft overall dimensions
comparable to A321)
•compatibility with handling equipment can be managed at different levels (design,
operations, etc.)

The PARSIFAL scaled demonstrator

The project activities have gone the initial plan: in the final phase of the project, a scaled
flying demonstrator has been built, in order to validate the results coming from simulations
and analyses.

The demonstrator is a 1:18 scaled model, 2.5 meters long, with a wingspan of 2 meters and
a maximum weight of 22.5 kg. It is equipped with a full set of control surfaces (elevators,
aileros, flaps, rudders), a retractable landing gear and is equipped with sensors for measuring
height, speed and position (GPS).
The model is powered by 2 electric fans capable of providing up to 8.8 kg of thrust each,
and is controlled through a ground station which allows complete data recording, command
law editing and channel mixing.

The model is manufactured with assembled parts, modeled with foam covered by an epoxy
resin layer reinforced with fiberglass fabric. The external sections of the model, the rear wing,
the wings and the rudders are removable to allow easy transport of the model itself.

Scale model (1:18) of the PrandtlPlane used for flight tests

The first tests carried out confirmed the expected stability of the aircraft and its versatility
during take-off and manoeuvring,, thanks to its double movable surfaces, located in both the
front and rear wings.
The model was flown for a few tens of minutes at an average height of 70 meters and up to
a maximum speed of approximately 180 km / hour. The video of the flight test is available
here.

Flight test on the scale model of the PrandtlPlane ((detachment,, take off, flight, route)

News from the Virtual Final Event

Due to the limitations imposed by the current COVID-19 sanitary situation, the previously
planned “International Workshop” - which should have been held in Pisa at the end of the
project - has been replaced with a "Virtual Final Event" set-up by menas of two main
dissemination :
-

a Live Webinar, held on July 23rd 2020, in which PARSIFAL partners and external
advisors from Leonardo, Airbus, KLM and Toscana Aeroporti SpA have shared the
project outcomes and their view on the future of the research on the PrandtlPlane;

a Virtual Exhibition on SecondLife VR platform, opened on July 14th and publicly
accessible until December 31st 2020.

The Virtual Final Event has been participated by more than 100 attendees from the world of
University, Industry, Civil Aviation and aeronautics enthusiasts, interested in understanding the
potential of the PrandtlPlane architecture. The following figure shows an overview of access to
the project website during the day of the Workshop.



Access to the project website during the Webinar day

Live Webinar

The Webinar was organized through a technical session during which some PARSIFAL
researchers, representing the Consortium, presented the main results of the project, and a
subsequent round table participated by some of the PARSIFAL advisors, including
representatives of Airbus, Leonardo, KLM, Toscana Aeroporti and a former Alitalia Captain and
Instructor.
The entire Live Webinar recorded session is available on PARSIFAL YouTube channel
https://youtu.be/v34ozu3IG7Q .

Images taken from the live Webinar


Virtual Exhibition

Accessible through the "Second Life" platform, the virtual exhibition has been designed to
showcase the PrandtlPlane and the work done by the partner in a virtual environment
environment. Several
boots have been set up, each containing images and videos to easily show the most significant
outputs achieved by the various project partners.

Some moments of the guided tour during the “Virtual exhibition”

In this video it is possible to see some moments of the Virtual exhibition taken during
the final event. To access the Virtual Exhibition, follow the instructions reported in the Virtual
Final Event page of www.parsifalproject.eu

Public Resources


Website & Social
o

www.parsifalproject.eu

o

https://www.linkedin.com/in/parsifal-project-382767161/

o




o

https://twitter.com/ParsifalProject

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmqFaGs4phmRf9YmF9RkWQQ/videos

Reference publications
o

Full list here: http://parsifalproject.eu/media/

o

PARSIFAL Dissemination Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6W521IT6PcM

o

EURONEWS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXyaKl3dTE&list=LLmqFaGs4phmRf9YmF9RkWQQ&index=3&t=35s

Videos
o

o
o
o

"Raccontare la ricerca" (UNIPI):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVEXRx9ixOg&list=LLmqFaGs4phmRf9YmF9RkW
QQ

Live webinar: https://youtu.be/v34ozu3IG7Q

Virtual exhibition tour: https://youtu.be/vErG1Rdi20U

Flight test on the scaled demonstrator: https://youtu.be/JniG4LVwk2M

#parsifalproject

